
 
 

Social PR Secrets  

Podcast Prep Sheet 

 

Hey there - Thanks for booking an interview with Social PR Secrets and/or Digital Detox 

Secrets. This interview will most likely be done via a Zoom link with video and audio. 

The audio will be used for the podcast recording. We will have a few minutes before we 

start recording to chat and also after to recap anything after the recording. If you are 

new to Social PR Secrets - see the bottom of this message for information and 

background of Lisa Buyer and her story behind Social PR Secrets. You can check out 

past episodes here.  

 

To prepare for your interview some things you need to know: 

 

Flow. This is a free-flowing conversation. I have sample questions below as an example 

for illustrative purposes only.  

 

https://www.socialprsecrets.com/


 
Press Send. Please send links to all your relevant social media including LinkedIn. Can 

you send 2-3 photos - action and headshots? If there is something special you want to 

cover such as some news coming up or a promotion you want to mention - such as a 

campaign, book launch, giveaway, free ebook, etc  - give all the details in the email you 

send to kelsie@thebuyergroup.com  

 

Action and Optimization. Like the book Social PR Secrets, I like to share with my 

audience very actionable information someone could easily learn from and implement.  

 

Lessons. Nuggets of wisdom, lessons learned, if you could do something different, 

hacks not everyone might know, productivity insights, ways to optimize a process or a 

campaign.  

 

Time Management: The interview start to finish should take 30-40 minutes. Please 

allow one hour for technical difficulties and time for us to chat “off the air” before and 

after. Note: I love to hear about how pros like you balance time in a digital world. 

 

mailto:kelsie@thebuyergroup.com


 
Social PR #FTW- the core of this podcast is based on the superpowers of combining 

public relations, social media, and SEO into the strategy as well as under the hood of 

entrepreneurship. I want you to get something out of this interview too. Use it as your 

media coverage, the next step to more media coverage, and your social proof. In turn, I 

would love you to help promote the episode and we will be sending you some assets to 

make it super easy to share. I often put paid advertising behind episodes so it’s a 

win-win for both of us and we can be better together.  

 

Inspire. This podcast is about inspiring and giving.  

 

Example Questions 

 

Do you have any courses, books, or events that you would like to talk about? 

 

Intro about your personal brand story and your journey? How did social media 

interact with the journey? 

 

Tell us about your current gig and responsibilities - any big wins? 



 
 

Tell us about your professional journey and where you are today?  

 

Tell us about your year so far? Examples of resets wins, and lessons learned. 

 

What’s the secret sauce behind your brand’s success? 

 

What are some of your biggest pet peeves when it comes to digital marketing? 

 

What mistakes do you see other brands making? 

 

What are some hacks or optimization tips to get some quick wins you have 

experienced? 

 

What do you look for in talent and how do you find it? 

 

What are some of your fave books, sources, podcasts or blogs? 

 



 
Can you share some productivity tips? 

 

Do you have a personal tagline? 

 

If you could improve one thing about your industry what would it be? 

 

Do you have any tips to stay focused? 

 

What does your typical day look like?  

 

What do you hate doing? Love going? 

 

Any delegation tips? 

 

What have you learned about yourself over the last few years?  

 

How have you experienced public relations and social media working together? 

 



 
What is the future of social media for business?  

 

How do you stay in the know of trends and tactics?  

 

● Details about your journey to becoming a successful entrepreneur. 

 

● Some of your biggest struggles along the way to success. 

 

● Some of the lessons learned along your journey. 

 

● Tactics and systems that you've implemented in your business (or client's 
businesses) that our audience can implement. We like to make sure listeners 
leave with something actionable that they can put into action after tuning in 

 

● Interesting topics or people that you're currently fascinated with or studying. 

 

We are a long-form / free-flowing podcast. We do not ask all guests the same things 
and we've been known to go down rabbit holes that we didn't anticipate going down. 
However, there are common themes and ideas we often touch on with everyone. 

 



 
Our listeners come back for the tactical advice. We've been known as a very tactical, 
actionable show. The tactics that you teach will likely make up the majority of the 
episode. We want to show off the wisdom that you are uniquely qualified to bring to our 
audience and give them a few ideas that, if they take action, they can see results. 

 

Finally, we wrap up by getting inside your head a bit. We want to know what fascinates 
you because it gives us insights into what makes you tick. It helps build rapport with the 
audience, and, quite frankly, fascinating topics are just fun to go deep on. By the time 
we get to this point in the conversation, we'll all have a fairly good feel for each other 
and we can just let loose a bit and talk about fun ideas, concepts, or people, business or 
otherwise. 

 

Podcasting Tips  
 

 
1) Desktop Browser - be sure you have the latest version of Chrome. 
2) Where to Record. 

○ Find a quiet place that allows you to close the door. If you can hear 
distractions or noises with your surroundings, chances are your 
microphone will pick these up as well. Rooms where you can hear HVAC 
systems, fans, etc. are not recommended.  

○ Avoid echo. Carpeted rooms, or rooms with soft surfaces, are great to 
absorb the echo of your own voice. Rooms with a lot of wood or hand 
services will make your voice bounce, and interfere with the microphone.  

○ Have a reliable internet connection. Bandwidth is important for the best 
possible sound, so do not record at a crowded coffee shop or another 
area where many people are using the same connection.  

○ If more than one guest is recording, yet you are in the same area, divide 
yourselves and record in different rooms entirely. Even though it may be 
convenient, sharing microphones cause too many issues.  



 
3) How to Record. 

○ A headset with a microphone that physically connects to your computer or 
phone is highly recommended. Wireless or Bluetooth connections are too 
unreliable for the recording process. 

4) Stay hydrated. 
- Drink at least eight ounces of water before you record. This will settle your 

stomach, loosen your mouth, and help your focus. It’ll also reduce any 
mouth clicks, the natural clicking and popping noises we make as our 
mouths dry. 
  

 

 
About Social PR Secrets Podcast 

 
 
 

The Podcast:  
Social PR Secrets podcast is your trusted source for actionable 

and relevant ways to combine the superpowers of public relations, 

social media and SEO.@SocialPRSecrets 

 

The Audience: 

● Buyer’s guests and topics speak to entrepreneurs, public relations, digital 

marketing, and advertising pros looking for actionable advice on how to optimize 

the process of getting more exposure to the right audience 

 

https://www.socialprsecrets.com/
http://socialprsecrets.com/


 

About the Host: Lisa Buyer 

Optimization is Lisa Buyer’s favorite word. Her superpowers 

bring Google and social media into the public relations strategy. 

She is a subject matter expert on how to blend PR, SEO and 

Social Media and a speaker for more than 10 years educating 

brands and marketers on the secrets of getting publicity and 

exposure using search and social. 

Lisa is the author of her latest book Digital Detox Secrets in addition to Social PR 

Secrets in its 4th edition. 

She is a certified yoga instructor and digital junkie. When not on the road, you can find 

her at her home base in Celebration, FL or watching sunsets through the summer at 

The Buyer Group’s pop up office in Anna Maria Island, Florida. 

  

About the Sponsor: The Buyer Group 

The Buyer Group specializes in consulting B2B and B2C 

clients on how to optimize, socialize and publicize online 

https://www.thebuyergroup.com/
https://geni.us/DigitalDetoxSecrets
https://www.thebuyergroup.com/
https://www.thebuyergroup.com/


 
public relations campaigns. Clients working with The Buyer Group’s Lisa Buyer gain 

valuable industry insight by leveraging the powers of social media optimization, search 

engine optimization (SEO),  search engine marketing (SEM) as well as local and mobile 

marketing.The Buyer Group offers businesses guidance, direction and training to a 

robust public relations plan that initiates interactions, engagement, influence and 

credibility. 

The Buyer Group is an interactive agency leveraging more than 20 years of public 

relations and branding expertise, talent and resources with today’s search engine 

strategies. The Buyer Group offers public relations and social media strategies 

designed to influence positive search results and maximize search engine optimization 

plans. Bridging the traditional foundation of public relations and marketing with today’s 

best practices of search and social; The Buyer Group brings the best of both media 

worlds to clients. 

 

https://www.thebuyergroup.com/consulting/

